Kosovo Exploration & Treasure Hunting Adventure
3 nights 4 days
This is a program that aims to showcase the spectacular combination of nature and culture Kosovo has on offer for those who
would like to have a hands on approach and explore both.

Day 1: Pristina Airport – Pristina
We welcome you at Pristina Airport and transfer to the city where take a walking tour of the main sites including: the
Ottoman period mosques of Pristina with probably the most beautiful, being the Fatih Mosque dating back to 1461 during the
golden rule of Sultan Mehmet II. Nearby is Pristina's oldest building, the Çarshia Mosque completed in 1389, the Clock Tower,
the Monument of Scanderbeg (Albanian National Hero) and Kosovo Government building, and the striking monument of nine
brightly painted steel letters spelling out the word ‘N.E.W.B.O.R.N' hastily designed to be the focal point of February 2008's
declaration of independence from Serbia. Overnight in Pristina

Day 2: Pristina – Peja – Drelaj Village “Treasure Hunt” – Rugova Mountains
After breakfast we head to Peja, where we will make a quick stop to visit the city and the cultural sites, as we do these visits
we will continue the road towards the Rugova Mountains. In Drelaj village, we will stop for a traditional lunch, prepared by
villagers who have a great tradition in welcoming tourists to this area. After lunch we will do the “Treasure Hunt”. Then
continue to Boga village in Rugova Valley where we will stay for the night.

Rugova Valley one of Kosovo's most spectacular natural monuments, located in the heart of the Dukagjini region in the northwest of the country. It covers an area of 32,000 hectares and serves as a gateway to the Bjeshket e Nemuna (in English the
Accursed Mountains) Kosovo shares with its neighbours Montenegro and Albania. All three countries have declared this area
as a national park for the natural splendour it represents. The highest peak in the range is that of Jezerca in Albania at an
altitude of 2694 meters, with the second peak being Gjeravice in Kosovo standing at a height of 2656 meters. This is a rich and
unexplored region, which offers a unique entertainment opportunity for rural eco-tourism lovers, with elements such as: The
White Drini River, which passes along the valley 12 kilometres, various waterfalls that fall from a height of 30 meters, two
glacial lakes at an altitude of 1,800 meters above sea level and a number of caves. Overnight in Boga.
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" The Treasure Hunt"
This unique adventure gives the opportunity to get in touch with nature and learn about local way of life.
After a delicious natural drink, the group will separated in teams, to find the treasure! Guided by experts, the adventure
begins searching to find the important treasure hidden in the forest or fields. Throughout the activity, participants will learn
about the importance of preserving the ecosystem and will have the opportunity to interact with each other. The activity will
include hiking for about 1-1.5 hours on nature trails. Two alternative walking routes are available with two levels of difficulty
to suit the participants' needs. After catching your team flag, there will be water and soft drinks waiting near a beautiful place
where you can enjoy the incredible views on offer.
At the end of the trip, participants and their guides will return to the starting point of departure. There will be opportunities
to learn about the plants, their practical uses and unique features.
Winning Celebration - After completing all the tasks that you will be given to "Treasure Hunt", the teams will return to the
Main Point, as fast as they can. The time for each participant will be recorded, only one team will be the winner and all
participants will eventually celebrate. (Note: We advise: comfortable walking shoes, shorts or light pants, rain clothing, insect remedy)

Day 3: Rugova Valley – Decan – Gjakova – Rahovec Wine Region – Pristina
After breakfast we will continue to Deçani town, where we can visit some of the cultural monuments and objects such as:
Decani Towers, and the Decani Monastery Complex which is considered to be the largest medieval church in the Balkans that
contains beautifully preserved frescoes and decorations so far, deserve to become part of UNESCO.

After the visit proceed to Gjakova which comes next, has a Grand Bazaar thought to be the oldest in Kosovo also known as
Ҫarshi, full of old houses & shops, a Turkish Bathhouse or Hamam and the 16th century Hadum Aga Mosque. Lunch in
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Gjakova. We continue to the wine region of Rahovec stopping at “Bodrumi i Vjeter” winery for a tour of Kosovo’s oldest
winery and a taste of some of its best wines. Afterwards proceed to the capital Pristina for overnight.

Day 4: Pristina – Gracanica Monastery - Battle of Kosovo Monument – Airport
After early breakfast we drive to the beautiful Gracanica Orthodox monastery located a few miles southeast of Pristina,
founded by the Serbian king Stefan Milutin in 1321. It was declared Monument of Culture of Exceptional Importance in 1990,
and on 13 July 2006 it was placed on the UNESCO's World Heritage List under the name of Medieval Monuments in Kosovo. if
time permits we will visit Battle of Kosovo monument dedicated to the battle of 1389 between a Balkan Alliance force led by
Serbian prince Lazar against an Ottoman army led by Sultan Murad I. Both leaders were killed in a legendary battle. Drive to
the airport where we bid you goodbye. End of our service.

Included in Price:
 Transfers according to the program with A / C (Bus)
 Accommodation in Pristina hotel 4*, and in Boga hotel 3 * BB
 Team leader / Driver / Guide/
 Traditional Lunch in the village of Drelaj on day 2 and lunch in Gjakova on day 3.
 Dinners at restaurants in Pristina and at hotel in Rugova valley day 1 – day 3
 Entry Fees to sites and monuments
 Wine tasting at Podrumi Vjeter winery
"Treasure Hunt Adventure" included are:
 Park entrance and permits
 Nature guide
 Special gift for 8 - 10 winners,
 Special gifts for the whole group from a t-shirt representing each group
 Organization, decoration and outdoor logistics
Exceptions:
x Everything that is not mentioned in the "Included"
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Hotel Options
1. Swiss Diamond Pristina 5 *
Located in the heart of Pristina, the 5-star Swiss Diamond Hotel Prishtina offers lavishly decorated luxurious
accommodation, 2 restaurants and 2 bars, a conference centre with 6 conference rooms, the most lavish spa &
wellness centre in Kosovo, with a total area of 1,200 m2. It has a heated indoor swimming pool 3 rooms with sun
beds, and 6 saunas.

2. Sirius Hotel 4*
Sirius Pristina is a very centrally located hotel offering a luxurious top-floor restaurant providing unique city views,
superbly decorated modern rooms, and state of the art conference facilities.

Transport Samples
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